PROFESSIONAL TRAINING COURSE CATALOG

MICROSOFT CERTIFIED SOLUTION ASSOCIATE (MCSA SERVER 2012)
Brief Overview: The Microsoft Certified Solutions Associate (MCSA): Windows Server 2012 certification
shows that you have the primary set of Windows Server skills that are relevant across multiple solution
areas in a business environment. The MCSA: Windows Server 2012 certification is a prerequisite for earning
the MCSE: Server Infrastructure certification, the MCSE: Desktop Infrastructure certification, or the
MCSE: Private Cloud certification...
Duration
Corporate Training - 5 Days
Retail Training Weekdays - 3
Months
MICROSOFT CERTIFIED SOLUTION EXPERT (MCSE SERVER 2012)
Brief Overview: The Microsoft Certified Solutions Expert (MCSE): Server Infrastructure certification
validates your ability to build comprehensive server infrastructure solutions. Show that you have the skills
needed to run a highly efficient and modern data center, with expertise in identity management, systems
management, virtualization, storage, and networking...
Duration
Corporate Training - 5 Days
Retail Training Weekdays - 5
Months

ORACLE DATABASE MANAGEMENT 11g (SQL, OCA, OCP)
Brief Overview: This course offers a comprehensive introduction to Oracle Database 11g. You learn how
to design, build and manage robust database applications with Oracle database tools. Oracle 11g is a large,
complex system. This course provides an overview of the power and flexibility of Oracle databases and
serves as the foundation for other courses in the Learning Tree Oracle Databases curriculum...
Duration
Corporate Training - 5 Days
Retail Training Weekdays - 4
Months

CISCO CERTIFIED NETWORK ASSOCIATE (CCNA)
Brief Overview: Demonstrates your knowledge to deploy, maintain, secure and operate a medium-sized
network using Cisco technologies. Cisco CCNA certified professionals can install, configure, and operate
LAN, WAN, and dial access services for small networks (100 nodes or fewer), including but not limited to
use of these protocols: IP, IGRP, Serial, Frame Relay, IP RIP, VLANs, RIP, Ethernet, Access Lists.
Duration
Corporate Training - 5 Days
Retail Training Weekdays - 2
Months

SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT - JAVA TECHNOLOGY
Brief Overview: Software Engineering provides the software engineering fundamentals, principles and
skills needed to develop and maintain high quality software products. The software engineering processes
and techniques covered include requirements specification, design, implementation, testing and management
of software projects.
Duration
Corporate Training - 5 Days
Retail Training Weekdays - 3
months
Mobile Application/Web Development
Brief Overview: Android software development is the process by which new applications are created for
the Android operating system...
Duration
Corporate Training - 5days
Retail Training Weekdays - 2
months

ITIL SERVICE MANAGEMENT
SERVICE MANAGEMENT (ITIL FOUNDATION)
Brief Overview: ITIL is a widely accepted approach to IT Service Management (ITSM), which has been
adopted by individuals and organizations across the world. ITIL provides a cohesive set of best practice,
drawn from the public and private sectors internationally. Because ITSM is driven both by technology and
the huge range of organizational environments in which it operates, it is constantly evolving...
Duration
Corporate - 3 Days
Retail Training Weekdays - 2
weeks

Web Designing
Web Designing is meant for those individuals who wish to start their career in web designing. This course
starts with fundamentals of HTML and javascript. These two form the backbone of the website design. This
course then moves to various website design tools of Adobe. Dreamweaver training is for a detail
understanding of web technologies, designing web pages, planning and maintaining websites. Photoshop will
provide you the expertise to perfect the images that will be used on the website. It is a professional level
image editing software
Duration
Corporate Training - 5 Days
Retail Training Weekdays - 3 months

SOFT SKILLS
We also provide soft skills trainings for Managers, Supervisors, Entrepreneurs, Marketers, Trainers,
Human Resource Personnels, Employees and individuals

Customer Service Training – 2days
While many companies promise to deliver an incredible customer experience, some are better at
delivering than others. This two-day course is designed around six critical elements of customer
service that, when the company lives them, bring customers back to experience service that outdoes
the competition.

Accounting Skills for New Supervisors – 2days
Many of us flinch when we hear terms like depreciation, cash flow, balance sheet, and (worst of all!)
budgets. However, these are all important concepts to understand if you‟re going to succeed in
today‟s business world, particularly as a supervisor. Even better, financial terms are not as scary as
they seem!

Advanced Project Management – 2day
It‟s easy to forget the “manager” part of your “project manager” title among the other range of
activities you are responsible for. However, your management skills are an important part of your
success as a project manager, so it is crucial in that you grow both of those skill sets. There are also
some advanced project management techniques that you can master to help bring your projects to
successful completion.
This workshop presumes that participants have a thorough understanding of project management,
including topics such as preparing a statement of work, setting project goals, scheduling, budgeting,
managing project risks, and executing a project.

Budgets and Managing Money - 2days
For managers in today‟s business world, it‟s essential to have a working knowledge of finance. We
all play a role in our organization‟s financial health, whether we realize it or not. If you don‟t have
training or a background in finance, you may be at a disadvantage as you sit around the management
table. Understanding the cycle of finance will help you figure out where you fit into your company‟s
financial structure, and how to keep your department out of the red. This two-day workshop will
help you prepare budgets and make decisions with confidence.
Participants should complete the Accounting Skills for New Supervisors course
workshop or have equivalent knowledge.

before this

Business Process Management - 2days
Business process management helps organizations leverage processes to achieve their goals and be
successful. Once processes are implemented, they must be monitored, evaluated, and optimized to
make sure they are still meeting the goals that they were designed to accomplish. A business that
can successfully manage its processes is able to maintain a competitive edge, while increasing
productivity and efficiency and decreasing costs. This two-day course will introduce you to business
process management. You‟ll learn how business processes can help you improve your company‟s
bottom line by providing a higher level of quality and consistency for your customers.

Business Succession Planning - Developing and Maintaining a Succession Plan - 1 day
Change is a hallmark of today‟s business world. In particular, our workforce is constantly changing
– people come and go, and move into new roles within the company. Succession planning can help
you make the most of that change by ensuring that when someone leaves, there is someone new to
take their place. This one-day course will teach you the basics about creating and maintaining a
succession plan.

Crisis Management - 2days
Viable organizations need to be ready for emergencies because they are a fact of doing business.
The worst plan is not to have any kind of plan at all, and the best plans are tested and adjusted so
that they work over time. Fortunately, you do not need separate plans for fire, weather disasters, and
all the different kinds of crises that can occur. One solid plan will help you to prevent, respond, and
recover from all crises. This two-day course will help you ensure your organization is ready to
manage any kind of crisis.

Developing a high reliability organization - 1day
More than ever, a workplace is a diverse collection of individuals proud of who they are: their
gender, their sexual orientation, their religion, their ethnic background, and all the other components
that make an individual unique. One of the challenges for workplace leaders is how to help these
diverse individuals work as a team. We all know what happens to organizations that don‟t have
effective teamwork: they fail. And, failing to embrace diversity can also have serious legal costs for
corporations. This one-day workshop will give you ways to celebrate diversity in the workplace
while bringing individuals together.

Diversity Training - Celebrating Diversity in the Workplace- 1day
More than ever, a workplace is a diverse collection of individuals proud of who they are: their
gender, their sexual orientation, their religion, their ethnic background, and all the other components
that make an individual unique. One of the challenges for workplace leaders is how to help these
diverse individuals work as a team. We all know what happens to organizations that don‟t have
effective teamwork: they fail. And, failing to embrace diversity can also have serious legal costs for
corporations. This one-day workshop will give you ways to celebrate diversity in the workplace
while bringing individuals together.

Facilitation Skills - 2days
How can you facilitate, rather than control, group decision-making and team interaction? With no
formal training, people may find it difficult to make the transition from instructors or managers to
facilitators. This two-day workshop has been created to make core facilitation skills better
understood and readily available for your organization. It represents materials and ideas that have
been tested and refined over twenty years of active facilitation in all types of settings.

Advanced Writing Skills - 1day
This is a one-day workshop for those who already are good writers. Our time will be devoted to
writing letters of recommendation, of persuasion, of refusal, or of action, that reflect current word
usage and up-to-date formats. You can also learn some basics about writing business cases,
proposals, and reports.
You must complete Business Writing That Works course before taking this workshop.

Giving Effective Feedback - 1day
This one day course is designed to help workplace leaders learn how to provide feedback any time
that the message is due. Whether feedback is formal or informal, and whether it is provided to
employees, peers, or someone else, there are ways that it can be structured to be effective and
lasting.
This course will help participants learn why the way we deliver is feedback is important, how to
deliver a message so that people accept it and make changes that may be needed, and how to accept
feedback that we are offered.

Global Business Strategies - 3days
Opportunities to take a regional business into the global market make it possible to strategically,
smartly, and profitably accomplish more than you can by staying local. To prepare, you need to set
your business up for success by being open to
learning, to applying new ideas, and to
continually reviewing how you can create success in the global market. Topics such as trade
financing, regulatory considerations, international business planning, sustainability, and much more
are included in this three-day course. The materials here are well suited for small and medium sized
business leaders as they prepare to take their company into the global marketplace.

Human Resources Training - HR for the Non-HR
Manager - 3days
In today‟s fast-moving world, many managers and supervisors are expected to deal with some
human resource issues. They may be asked to take part in developing job descriptions, take part in
interviews, or take responsibility for discipline. This three-day workshop will introduce those
managers to human resource concepts. We will walk you through the hiring process, from
performing a skills inventory to conducting the interview; discuss orientation; and cover some issues
that arise after the hiring (such as diversity issues, compensation, and discipline).

Inventory Management - The Nuts and Bolts – 2days
No business can survive very long without an effective program of controls over the parts and
materials that are used in producing or distributing goods and services of the firm. Like many other
things that depend on human interpretation, “control” means different things to different individuals.
This is an introductory workshop for you, the warehouse or stockroom manager, the person in
charge of what comes in and goes out of your company. You want a smooth and cost-effective
operation, with enough products on hand to satisfy needs without stockpiling too much. This course
will discuss all aspects of inventory management, including common
terms, the inventory
cycle, how to maintain inventory accuracy, and what some of the latest trends are.

Logistics and Supply Chain Management - 2days
The supply chain is a crucial part of any business‟ success. Optimizing the flow of products and
services as they are planned, sourced, made, delivered, and returned can give your business an extra
competitive edge.
This two-day course will introduce you to the basic concepts of supply chain management, including
the basic flow, core models, supply chain drivers, key metrics, benchmarking techniques, and ideas
for taking your supply chain to the next level.
Meeting Management - The Art of Making Meetings Work- 1day
Meetings come in all shapes and sizes, from the convention to a quick huddle in an office hallway.
This one-day workshop will be concerned with small working meetings; with groups that have a job
to do requiring the energy, commitment, and talents of those who participate.
Members of such a group want to get some kind of result out of their time together: solving
problems, brainstorming, or simply sharing information. At its best, such a group knows what it is
about, and knows and utilizes the strengths of individual members.
Motivation Training - Motivating Your Workforce - 1day
It‟s no secret that employees who feel they are valued and recognized for the work they do are more
motivated, responsible, and productive. This one-day workshop will help supervisors and managers
create a more dynamic, loyal, and energized workplace. It is designed specifically to help busy
managers and supervisors understand what employees want, and to give them a starting point for
creating champions
individual members.
Negotiating for Results – 1day
\
Negotiating is about resolving differences. People who can master the process of negotiation find
they can save time and money, develop a higher degree of satisfaction with outcomes at home and at
work, and earn greater respect in their communities when they understand how to negotiate well.
Negotiating is a fundamental fact of life. Whether you are working on a project or fulfilling support
duties, this workshop will provide you with a basic comfort level to negotiate in any situation. This
interactive workshop includes techniques to promote effective communication and gives you
techniques for turning face-to-face confrontation into side-by-side problem solving.

Performance Management - Managing Employee Performance- 1day
Inspiring someone to be their best is no easy task. Just how do you manage for optimum
performance? How do you create a motivating environment that encourages people to go beyond
their best? This one-day workshop will give you some of those skills.

Risk Management – 1day
Risk management has long been a key part of project management and it has
also become an
increasingly important part of organizational best practices. Corporations have realized that effective
risk management can not only reduce the negative impact of crises; it can provide real benefits and
cost savings.
The risk management framework provided in this workshop is flexible enough for any organization.
You can apply it to a single project, a department, or use it as a basis for an enterprise-wide risk
management program.
Skills for the Administrative Assistant
- 2days
Work is not the only thing that matters in life, but most of us want to take pride in what we do.
While we don‟t have to like the people we work with, or report to, at the very least we should be
able to interact positively with them. The biggest influence on job satisfaction is our relationship
with others. Our work should not be a burden to us and our offices shouldn‟t be battlefields. We are
human beings working with other human beings. This two-day workshop is about working to the
best of your abilities, and encouraging the best in those who work with you, or for you.
The ABCs of Supervising Others - 2days
This workshop is for people who are new supervisors or who are interested in a supervisory
position, as well as those who are team leads or part-time supervisors without a great deal of
authority.
This two-day course is designed to help participants overcome many of the supervisory problems
that they will encounter as a workplace leader. Dealing with the problems that a new supervisor
encounters isn‟t easy, but it doesn‟t have to lead to discouragement.
The Professional Supervisor
- 3days
With a host of new challenges and responsibilities to tackle, new supervisors need training that helps
them adjust to their new role. Learning how to supervise your new employees on a trial and error
basis can lead to discouragement. This three-day workshop can help you overcome many of the
problems a new supervisor may encounter, and to set the groundwork for a successful change in
your working life!
Writing Reports and Proposals
It is essential to understand how to write reports and proposals that get read. We write reports in a
range of formats and a variety of purposes. Whether you need to report on a product analysis,
inventory, feasibility studies, or something else, report writing is a skill you will use again and
again. Having a method to prepare these documents will help you be as efficient as possible with
the task. This course will build on a solid base of writing skills to present information in formal,
informal, and proposal styles.
Participants should complete Business Writing That Works course before taking this workshop.

Writing a Business Plan
- 2days
This two-day course is designed for business owners and entrepreneurs who are ready to create a
business plan. All the essential steps are covered, including drafting the original document;
identifying the audience; gathering information; researching; describing product plans; and
marketing, sales, and accounting
terms. Students will come away from the course energized and
prepared to write their business plan.

Basic Internet Marketing - 1day
This course is an ideal start for business owners and people new to marketing to learn the basics of
Internet marketing. We‟ve included information on how to market online, and even more
importantly, how to determine what results you
are getting. Then, you can figure out whether
you are reaching your target market, where your qualified prospects are, and how they are engaged
as a result of your efforts. This one-day course includes sessions on search engine optimization, email campaigns, pay per click advertising, and more.

Building Relationships for Success in Sales
- 1day
No one questions that making friends is a good thing. In this one-day workshop, you are going to
discover that the business of business is making friends, and
the business of all sales
professionals is making friends and building relationships. Strategic friendships will make or break
any business, no matter how big and no matter what kind of market.

E-Commerce Management - 2days
As the global Internet population continues to grow, electronic commerce is growing as well. By the
end of 2015, e-commerce is expected to generate over $400 billion annually. This huge market
encompasses traditional e-commerce, as well as m-commerce (which is growing faster than any
other sector) and location-based e-commerce.
This two-day program will teach entrepreneurs how to develop, market, and manage an e-commerce
business, giving them a crucial advantage in today‟s competitive market.

Marketing and Sales - 1day
A small marketing budget doesn‟t mean you can‟t meet your goals and business objectives. You
just have to be more creative in your marketing tactics. This one-day workshop will show you how
to get maximum exposure at minimum cost. You will learn effective, low-cost, and non-cost
strategies to improve sales, develop your company‟s image, and build your bottom line.

Purchasing and Procurement Basics - 2days
Purchasing and procurement functions are about much more than bringing goods and services into
an organization. They are the foundation of strong, collaborative relationships with suppliers. Since
many companies source products from around the globe more frequently than ever, a procurement
manager needs strong capabilities. These skills cannot just be learned on the
job: they need to
be taught. As well, the value of procurement is now recognized as an integral part of cost control
within the organization.
In this two-day course, students will learn the basics of procurement, including what a supply chain
looks like, the purchasing cycle, essential tools and strategies for making the best purchasing
relationships work, managing bids, and more.

Branding: Creating and Managing Your Corporate Brand - 2days
Your brand is the vehicle that propels your product or service into your
customer‟s lives, and into
their hearts. A good brand is much more than an attractive image combined with some witty type.
Your brand must reflect the heart and soul of your product, and offer a promise that you can live up
to. This two-day course will get you started on the road to creating a perfect brand.

Building a Brand on Social Media
Your brand speaks for your company and its products and/or services. In today‟s online-focused
world, it‟s important that your brand has a definitive, consistent, and responsive presence. Whether
you‟re looking to build a brand from scratch, or strengthen an existing brand, this course will help
you build a brand using social media. We‟ll cover how
to build a social media strategy, identify
social media platforms that fit your brand, craft strong messages that will engage your audience, and
evaluate and revise your strategy.

Marketing for Small Businesses - 2days
Marketing is about getting your business known and building your position within the marketplace.
Small businesses don‟t always have a big budget for marketing, so they have to do things a little
differently than big business in order to grow their presence, increase results, and meet business
goals. This two-day workshop will help small business owners and managers develop their
marketing message, create a marketing plan, and apply the right strategies.

Marketing with Social Media
- 2days
Social media remains an evolving aspect of our daily lives in addition to being a part
of
our
businesses. This two-day course is designed for people who have some familiarity with social
media already. Participants will learn to develop a social media marketing plan as a part of their
overall marketing strategy, determine who should be on their team, and choose how they will
measure what is taking place. In addition, we will explore some of the major social media sites and
look at how specialty sites and social media management tools can take their social media marketing
to the next level.

Negotiating for Results – 1day
Negotiating is about resolving differences. People who can master the process of negotiation find
they can save time and money, develop a higher degree of satisfaction with outcomes at home and at
work, and earn greater respect in their communities when they understand how to negotiate well.
Negotiating is a fundamental fact of life. Whether you are working on a project or fulfilling support
duties, this workshop will provide you with a basic comfort level to negotiate in any situation. This
interactive workshop includes techniques to promote effective communication and gives you
techniques for turning face-to-face confrontation into side-by-side problem solving.
Networking for Success – 2days
Business networking is an effective and efficient way for business people to connect, develop
meaningful relationships, and grow their businesses. These achievements don‟t come through a
direct sales approach, however. They come from being interested in helping others, in listening, and
in purposefully meeting and introducing people to one another. In this two-day course, you‟ll learn
the essential ingredients for business networking, including in-person, people-centered connections
and online spaces such as LinkedIn.

Selling Smarter - 1day
It‟s no secret that the sales industry continues to change and evolve rapidly. This is an exciting and
dynamic profession, although it is often underrated and misunderstood. The back-slapping, high
pressure, joke-telling sales person has disappeared. In his place is a new generation of sales
professionals: highly trained and well groomed, with the characteristics of honesty, trustworthiness,
and competence. This one-day workshop will help you learn how to be one of those smart sales
professionals!
Telemarketing - Using the Telephone as a Sales Tool - 1day
Virtually everybody in sales today sells over the phone at least part of the time. Perhaps it is time
for you to evaluate how you use the telephone and where it fits
into your sales and marketing
mix. This one-day workshop will show you how the telephone can supplement, enhance, and
sometimes replace other means of marketing and selling, and how this personal approach can
dramatically increase your sales success. We will also talk about how to hone your communication
skills, your ability to persuade, and techniques to personalize each sales call.

Writing Reports and Proposals – 2days
It is essential to understand how to write reports and proposals that get read. We write reports in a
range of formats and a variety of purposes. Whether you need to report on a product analysis,
inventory, feasibility studies, or something else, report writing is a skill you will use again and
again. Having a method to prepare these documents will help you be as efficient as possible with the
task. This course will build on a solid base of writing skills to present information in formal,
informal, and proposal styles.

Writing a Business Plan
- 2days
This two-day course is designed for business owners and entrepreneurs who are ready to create a
business plan. All the essential steps are covered, including drafting the original document;
identifying the audience; gathering information; researching; describing product plans; and
marketing, sales, and accounting
terms. Students will come away from the course energized and
prepared to write their business plan.

Anger Management - Understanding Anger - 1day
Anger is a universal experience. Dogs get angry, bees get angry, and so do humans. You don‟t have
to be a psychologist to know that managing anger productively is something few individuals,
organizations, and societies do well. Yet research tells us that those who do manage their anger at
work are much more successful than those who don‟t. The co-worker who can productively confront
his teammate about his negative attitude increases his team‟s chance of
success as well as
minimizes destructive conflicts. The customer service agent who can defuse the angry customer not
only keeps her customers loyal but makes her own day less troublesome. This one-day workshop is
designed to help give you and your organization that edge.

Building Better Teams - 1day
Teams are an important building block of successful organizations. Whether the focus
is
on
service, quality, cost, value, speed, efficiency, performance, or other similar goals, teams are the
basic unit that supports most organizations. With teams at the core of corporate strategy, your
success as an organization can often depend on how well you and other team members operate
together. How are your problem-solving skills? Is the team enthusiastic and motivated to do its best?
Do you work well together? This one-day course can help you get there!

Business Ethics for the office – 2days
What exactly makes a decision ethical? The problem with ethics is that what may seem morally
right (or ethical) to one person may seem appalling to another.
This workshop will not provide
you with an easy way to solve every ethical decision you will ever have to make. It will, however,
help you define your ethical framework to make solving those ethical dilemmas easier. We‟ll also
look at some tools that you can use when you‟re faced with an ethical decision. And, we‟ll look at
some techniques you can use so you don‟t get stuck in an ethical quandary. Best of all, we‟ll look at
a lot of case studies so that you can practice making decisions in a safe environment.

Business Writing That Works – 2days
What exactly makes a decision ethical? The problem with ethics is that what may seem morally
right (or ethical) to one person may seem appalling to another. This workshop will not provide you
with an easy way to solve every ethical decision you will ever have to make. It will, however, help
you define your ethical framework to make solving those ethical dilemmas easier. We‟ll also look at
some tools that you can use when you‟re faced with an ethical decision. And, we‟ll look at some
techniques you can use so you don‟t get stuck in an ethical quandary. Best of all, we‟ll look at a lot
of case studies so that you can practice making decisions in a safe environment.

Conference and Event Management - 1day
Although it does take plenty of creativity to design an event that is memorable
and meaningful, it
also takes careful attention to detail, adaptability, effective delegating, and a lot of work. This twoday course will walk you through the process of event management, from the beginning stages of
planning, to the final touches (like decorations, food, and music). While this course is specifically
for corporate event planning, the elements here can also be applied to more personal event planning.
Essentially, we‟re creating an effective and well planned design that is ready for implementation and
can be used over and over again.

Conflict Resolution - Dealing With Difficult People - 1day
Success in dealing with conflict comes from understanding how we behave, as
well as how we
can influence others. If we approach difficulties as needing to take place in one or a series of
conversations, and we approach those conversations with a plan, we will find that we have less
difficult people to deal with. More often than not, we will also have more meaningful and significant
conversations. In this one-day workshop, you will learn how to turn difficult situations into
opportunities for growth.

Conquering Your Fear of Speaking in Public - 1day
Do you get nervous when presenting at company meetings? Do you find it hard to
make
conversation at gatherings and social events? Do you lock up in awkward social situations? If so,
this one day workshop is just for you! It‟s aimed at anybody who wants to improve their speaking
skills in informal situations. We‟ll give you the confidence and the skills to interact with others, to
speak in informal situations, and to present in front of small groups.

Creative Thinking and Innovation - 2days
Creative thinking and innovation are vital components in both our personal and professional lives.
However, many people feel as though they are lacking in creativity. What most of us do not
recognize is that we are creative on a daily basis, whether it‟s picking out what clothes to wear in the
morning or stretching a tight budget at work. While these tasks may not normally be associated with
creativity, there is a great deal of creativity involved to get those jobs done. While
some
people seem to be simply bursting with creativity, others find it a struggle to think outside the
square. If you fall into the latter category, it is important to understand that boosting your creative
and innovative abilities takes practice. Recognizing and honing your own creative potential is a
process. That‟s what this two-day workshop is all about.

Critical Thinking - 2days
In today‟s society, many people experience information overload. We are bombarded with messages
to believe various ideas, purchase things, support causes, and lead our lifestyle in a particular way.
How do you know what to believe? How do you separate the truth from the myths?
The answer lies in critical thinking skills. The ability to clearly reason through problems and to
present arguments in a logical, compelling way has become a key skill for survival in today‟s world.
This two-day workshop will give you some practical tools and hands-on experience with critical
thinking and problem solving.

Diversity Training - Celebrating Diversity in the Workplace - 1day
More than ever, a workplace is a diverse collection of individuals proud of who they are: their
gender, their sexual orientation, their religion, their ethnic background, and all the other components
that make an individual unique. One of the challenges for workplace leaders is how to help these
diverse individuals work as a team. We all know what happens to organizations that don‟t have
effective teamwork: they fail. And, failing to embrace diversity can also have serious legal costs for
corporations. This one-day workshop will give you ways to celebrate diversity in the workplace
while bringing individuals together.

Emotional Intelligence - 1day
A healthy self-esteem is essential for growth and achieving success. Of all the judgments you make
in life, none is as important as the one you make about yourself. Without some measure of selfworth, life can be painful and unrelenting. In this one-day workshop, you will discover some
techniques that can dramatically change how you feel about yourself, and how you approach the
world to get the things that you want.

Employee Accountability - 1day
Organizations who promote accountability are more successful and more productive. In this one-day
workshop, you will learn about what accountability is, how to promote it in your organization, and
how to become more accountable to yourself and others.

Getting Stuff Done - Personal Development Boot Camp - 2days
Why are there so many different organizational systems and time management
methods
out
there? The answer is simple: it‟s like any other personal challenge, like weight loss or money
management. There is no simple, one size fits all answer. You must build a solution that works for
you. Over the course of this two-day workshop, we will explore various time management and
organizational tools and techniques so that you can build a customized productivity plan for your
personal and professional lives. At the end of the course, you will emerge with a plan that works for
you, so that you can start regaining control of your life!
Giving Effective Feedback - 1day
This one day course is designed to help workplace leaders learn how to provide feedback any time
that the message is due. Whether feedback is formal or informal, and whether it is provided to
employees, peers, or someone else, there are ways that it can be structured to be effective and
lasting.
This course will help participants learn why the way we deliver is feedback is important, how to
deliver a message so that people accept it and make changes that may be needed, and how to accept
feedback that we are offered.
Managing Difficult Conversations - 1day
We have so many interactions in the run of a day, it‟s reasonable to expect that
some of them are
going to be difficult. Whether these are conversations that you have in person, or you manage a
virtual team and need to speak with someone in another city, there are things that you can do to
make these conversations go smoothly. This one-day workshop will give you the tools to manage
difficult conversations and get the best results possible out of them.

Managing Pressure and Maintaining Balance - 1day
When things are extremely busy at work and you have your hands full with many tasks and dealing
with difficult people, having skills you can draw on are essential for peace of mind and growth. This
one-day course will help participants understand the causes and costs of workplace pressure, the
benefits
of creating balance, and how to identify pressure points. They will also learn how to
apply emotional intelligence, increase optimism and resilience, and develop strategies for getting
ahead.
Networking for Success
- 2day
Business networking is an effective and efficient way for business people to connect, develop
meaningful relationships, and grow their businesses. These achievements don‟t come through a
direct sales approach, however. They come from being interested in helping others, in listening, and
in purposefully meeting and introducing people to one another. In this two-day course, you‟ll learn
the essential ingredients for business networking, including in-person, people-centered connections
and online spaces such as LinkedIn.

Research Skills - 1day
In this age of information overload, it can be hard to know where to find good information that you
can trust. If you‟re doing research for an important project, report, or proposal, how do you find
information that you can count on?
This one-day workshop will teach you how to research any topic using a number of different tools.
We will start with basic techniques, such as reading, memory recall, note-taking, and planning. We
will also talk about creating different kinds of outlines for different stages of your project, and how
to move from the outline to actual writing, editing, and polishing. Most importantly, we will talk
about how to use all kinds of sources, including a library‟s Dewey Decimal System, journals, and
the Internet. After you complete this course, you‟ll be ready to find reliable information on any
topic, and turn that information into a compelling, accurate piece of writing.

Self-Leadership - 1day
Self-leadership puts together taking responsibility for our outcomes, setting direction for our lives,
and having tools to manage priorities. Self-leaders work at all levels of an organization. They are
front-line workers in every possible role, middle managers, and CEOs. Self-leaders like Walt Disney
and Wayne Gretzky worked hard to achieve their dreams without using the term self-leadership.
However, they have clearly demonstrated that being in control of their behavior and results, focus,
practice, and learning were necessary to achieve their goals.
Self-leadership requires a commitment from individuals to decide what they want from life and to
do what‟s necessary to get the results they want. This one-day workshop will help participants
internalize the four pillars of self-leadership and to make meaningful, empowered choices while
taking action to get where they want to go.

Stress Management - 1day
Today‟s workforce is experiencing job burnout and stress in epidemic proportions. Workers at all
levels feel stressed out, insecure, and misunderstood. Many people feel the demands of the
workplace, combined with the demands of home, have become too much to handle. This one-day
workshop explores the causes of such stress, and suggests general and specific stress management
strategies that people can use every day.
Time Management - Get Organized for Peak Performance
- 1day
Time is money, the saying goes, and lots of it gets lost in disorganization and disruption. We also
deal with a constant barrage of technology, people, and tasks that can contribute to that
disorganization. Many people find that they flit from one task to another, trying to get everything
done. In this one-day workshop, you will learn how to make the most of your time by getting a grip
on your
workflow and office space, using your planner effectively, and delegating some of
your work to other people.

Workplace Ergonomics: Injury Prevention Through Ergonomics
- 2 days
The human body is a fragile system, and we put many demands on it every day. Activities
like
reaching to get supplies off of a shelf, sitting in front of a computer for hours every day, and moving
heavy products around the shop can all take a toll on our bodies. In this two-day workshop, you will
learn how to make your environment as ergonomic as possible.

Team Building - Developing High Performance Teams - 3days
Success as a manager is heavily influenced by how well your team operates and what kind of
results they achieve. Is your team able to solve problems? Can they resolve conflict? Are they
enthusiastic and motivated to do their best? Do they
work well together? This three-day
workshop is designed for participants who want to develop their team leadership skills and unleash
the talent of their individual team members.

Developing Your Training Program - 2days
Training is an essential element of development in any organization. Being knowledgeable and
continuing to learn throughout your career can make you a very valuable asset. We also know that
training and orientation (or „onboarding‟) for newly hired employees is a key factor in retention.
This two-day workshop is designed for a trainer who wants to develop training programs that are
meaningful, practical, and will benefit both trainees and the organizations they work for.

Delegation - The Art Of Delegating Effectively - 1day
Effective delegation is one of the most valuable skills you can master. It reduces your workload and
develops employee skills. Delegating prepares employees who work for you to be able to handle
your responsibilities and simultaneously allows you to advance to other career opportunities within
your organization.
Delegation is often one of the hardest skills for a manager to master. However, the skill can be
learned. This one-day workshop will explore many of the facets of delegation, including when to
delegate and to whom to delegate. We will also go through the delegation process step by step and
learn about techniques to overcome problems.

Business Leadership - Becoming Management Material - 3days
This three-day workshop is a tool for your leadership development. It is designed to help you create
and accomplish your personal best, and to help you lead others to get extraordinary things done.

NB: Our schedule is flexible. Don't also hesitate to contact us for
all other courses not listed here.

For any inquiry, Contact us on 07037730326, 07045047066 or send
a mail to info@yobelintegrated.com

